
 

 
 
 
 
Seeking: Advisors  
Location: Platform Calgary - serving Calgary’s innovation-driven community 
 

Who:  You really enjoy helping entrepreneurs move forward in a tangible way every day.  You have an 
eclectic mix of education and experience in any, or several of: entrepreneurship, small business, 
design, finance, science, or engineering to name a few.  You will know what it’s like to balance 
conflicting priorities and focus on the critical must-not-be-skipped actions needed to accomplish 
results.  
 
What:  Advocate for engaged & committed innovation-driven entrepreneurs.  Your job is to help them 
get the best out of the full suite of Platform Calgary’s offerings, as well as the surrounding 
communities’ offerings.  You will also help facilitate & deliver programming, plus help evolve Platform 
Calgary’s offerings to ensure they are relevant and effective for the community moving into the future. 
 
How:  Team-mate working within the Platform Calgary team, as well as with other community 
members within Calgary & South Region primarily, but also with other partners throughout Alberta, 
Canada & the world.  You will engage the community and develop, or further develop, a network that 
can generate speedy connections on behalf of entrepreneurs. 
 
Where:  Platform Calgary has a co-program space called ‘the Inc.’ with full business amenities including 
private rooms, super-fast wifi, and team members to support you.  You will also be flexibly located 
throughout the community at events, other incubators, or accelerator space locations. 
 
Why:  Because you want to work with an engaged and passionate team. Because you want to work 
side by side with seasoned entrepreneurs & executives in residence to grow your own acumen. 
Because you get to meet new people every day doing really interesting things.  Because you are on the 
front line helping entrepreneurs avoid serious pitfalls & take an honest shot at bringing their dreams to 
life... 

 
 
 
 
 
 

429 - 8 AVE SE 
Calgary AB, T2J 0L7 

www.platformcalgary.com  
 

http://www.platformcalgary.com/

